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ALMOST CONTINUOUS REAL FUNCTIONS

K. R. K.ELLUM AND B. D. GARRETT

Abstract. A blocking set of a function / is a closed set which

does not intersect f but which intersects each continuous function

with domain the same as f. It is shown that for each function which

is not almost continuous, there exists a minimal blocking set. Using

this property it is shown that there exists an almost continuous

function with domain [0, 1] which is a Gi set but is not of Baire

Class 1, and that there exists an almost continuous function dense

in the unit square.

Unless otherwise stated, all functions considered are real functions

with domain a closed and bounded subset of the real line, R. No distinc-

tion is made between a function and its graph. If the function/is a con-

nected subset of the plane,/is simply said to be a connected function. If

each open set containing / also contains a continuous function with the

same domain as /, then the function / is said to be almost continuous.

Stallings [7j showed that if the function / is almost continuous and has

connected domain, then / is connected. He stated as an open question

the following. Is each connected function almost continuous? This

question was answered in the negative by several authors ([1], [2], [4], [6]).

In [4], Jones and Thomas showed that there exists a function which is

not of Baire Class 1, is a Gs set, is connected but is not almost continuous.

In Example 1 of the present paper, it is shown that there exists such a

function which is almost continuous. Example 2 shows that there exists

an almost continuous function which is a dense subset of the unit square.

In [1], Brown gave an example of a connected but not almost continuous

function dense in [0, l]xÄ.

Suppose M is a subset of the plane. The A-projection of M is denoted

by (M)x. The F-projection of M is denoted by (M)F. If K<= (Af)A-, MK

denotes the part of M with A'-projection K.

The function/is said to be of Baire Class I if/is the pointwise limit

of a sequence of continuous functions.

Suppose that D is a set containing the function /. The statement that

the subset C of D is a blocking set of [relative to D means that C is closed
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relative to D. C contains no point off, and C intersects g whenever g is a

continuous function such that (g)x = (f)x andg<=: £>. If no proper subset

of C is a blocking set of/relative to D, C is said to be a minimal blocking

set of f relative to D.

Theorem 1. Suppose the function f has closed and bounded domain H,

range K, and is not almost continuous. Then there exists a minimal blocking

set C off relative to Hx A. Further, (C)x is contained in a component of H

and, if K is connected, C1((C) v) is connected.

Proof. Since / is not almost continuous, there exists an open set D

containing/such that D contains no continuous function with domain H.

Then (Hx K) — iDr\(Hx K)) is a blocking set of / relative to Hx A.

Now, suppose U is a monotonic collection of blocking sets of / relative

to HxK and g is a continuous function with (g)x~H a°d gcHxK.

Then g intersects each member of U. So, the collection of setsgn/V where

N is in U is a monotonic collection of closed and bounded subsets of the

plane and must have a common part. Thus, the sets in U have an inter-

section which is a blocking set of/relative to HxK. It follows that there

exists a minimal blocking set C off relative to HxK.

Assume (C)A- intersects more than one component of H. Let s be an

open segment contained in R — H such that (C) v has a point to the left ofs

and a point to the right of s. Denote by N the part of H to the left of j

and by M the part of H to the right of.?. By the minimality of C, there

exist continuous functions g and h. each of which has domain H and

range a subset of A', such that g contains no point of Cv and h contains

no point of Cyt< Then ,?y u/iu is a continuous function which has domain

H. range a subset of A and contains no point of C, a contradiction.

Assume that A' is connected but that C1((C) V) is not. Let s=(m, n) be a

segment in R — C\((C)X) such that (C)v has a point on either side of s.

As in the previous paragraph, there exist continuous functions g and h

such that (g) v = //n(-cc, w], (h)x=Hr\[n, x), g<=HxK, h<=- HxK,

and neither of g and /; intersects C. Denote by L the line segment with

endpoints (m,g(m)) and (//,/;(/;)). Since A' is connected (L)Y~ K. Thus

gUZ.u/; is a continuous function with domain H, range A and contains

no point of C, a contradiction.

Note. For the set C defined in Theorem I, (C)v is clearly non-

degenerate. Thus, if / is a real function with domain a nowhere-dense

bounded closed set //, each component of H is degenerate and/is almost

continuous.

We now give an example of an almost continuous function which is

a G„ set but which is not of Baire Class 1.

Example I. Denote by A the Cantor middle-thirds set in /=[0, 1]

and by J=(el, e.,, e3, • • ■) the set of endpoints of complementary segments
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of K. Suppose /is the function with domain / and range [—1. 1] such that:

(1) If z is in I—K and (m, n) is the component of I—K containing z,

then /"(z)=sin(l/(m—z)(n—z)),

(2) if z is in A'-7,/(z)=L

(3) if z is in 7,/(z)=l/r, where z is er.

Since /A- is totally discontinuous. / is not of Baire Class 1. Clearly

fi-K ar,d/A'-j are Gs sets. Since no point offj is a limit point offj,fj

is a Gä set [5, p. 68], so/is a Gd set.

Now, assume that / is not almost continuous. By Theorem 1, there

exists a minimal blocking set C of / relative to /x [—1. 1] and (C)A- is

connected and nondegenerate. If s is a complementary segment of K,

fs is continuous. Clearly. (C)A- contains a complementary segment s—

(m, ri) of A. By the minimality of C, there exist continuous functions g

and h, each of which has range a subset of /, neither of which intersects C,

such that (g)A-= [0, m] and (/;)A-= [«, 1].

Each of (77), #(»?)) and (», h(ri)) is a limit point of/. Denote by each of

Lj and L2 a line segment which contains no point of C such that Lr has

endpoints (m,g(m)) and (.^/(Zj)) and L2 has endpoints (n,h(n)) and

(z2,/(z2)j where m<z1<z2<n. Then

u/2i,l2] u L2 u A

is a continuous function with domain /, range a subset of [—1, 1] and

contains no point of C, a contradiction. Therefore / is almost

continuous.

The following example shows there exists an almost continuous function

dense in P.

Example 2. Denote by U the set of all upper semicontinuous functions

with domain / and range a subset of /. Then U is equally numerous with

R [3, p. 140]. Denote by V a collection of mutually exclusive dense

subsets of / whose union is / such that Kis equally numerous with R. Let

T be a reversible transformation with domain V and range U.

Suppose/is the function with range and domain 1 such that f{z)=g(z)

where g= T(N) and iV is the member of V containing z. Assume/is not

almost continuous. Then there exists a minimal blocking set C of/relative

to /2, and (C)A- is connected and nondegenerate. Then the function u

such that w(z)=max(Cs)r is an upper semicontinuous function with

domain (C) v. Thus, u and/intersect. Then/and C intersect, a contradic-

tion. Therefore,/is almost continuous, and clearly, is dense in the unit

square.
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